KICKSPEEDRadar™

Kickspeed Radar for football
“TRAIN WITH
THE KICKSPEED
RADAR & TARGET
TO DEVELOP POWERFUL,
ACCURATE KICKS.”
Heather Mitts
Football Gold Medalist 2008 Beijing Olympics

A revolutionary new training device to assist teaching soccer kick accuracy and power.
It measures the speed of the kick, so the player’s ability to hit the target with power
can be quantified. The Kickspeed Radar/Target uses proven radar technology attached to a large nylon-covered foam rubber target . Provides coaches and players
with immediate feedback.
»» The Kickspeed Radar/Target measures the Speed of the kick, so the
player’s ability to hit the target, with power, can be quantitatively
measured (a player who can hit the Target, or near it, with power will
obviously have a better chance of scoring than an equally accurate
player with less power).

Measure speed from
20 km/h to over 160 km/h

»» The Kickspeed Radar/Target can be
positioned by the Coach as a Target
for the player to shoot at. Since it is
not fixed or attached to any structure,
it is simply held high, low, right corner,
left corner, etc.

KICKSPEEDRadar™
»» Quantifying the ball speed, as well as observing the kick accuracy, provides the coach and players a basis to measure actual
improvement, rather than just guessing at their progress.
»» Players enjoy the competition of improving their accuracy and
power (ball speed). The Coach can establish improvement
goals for each player.
»» The Kickspeedradar/Target represents a new approach in
supplementing and reinforcing proven training methods that
is readily accepted by progressive coaches, once they see and
understand how and why it is used.

Technical specifications:
•

Powered by a 3 Volt 160mAh button cell battery

•

Microprocessor-controlled

•

Indicates kilometer-per-hour (also available in miles-per-hour)

•

Easy-to-read 2 ½ inch liquid crystal display

•

Measure speed from 20 km/h to over 160 km/h.

•

ROHS, CE, FCC compliant
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